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Executive Summary
The Mecklenburg County Public Schools (MCPS) 2018-2023
Educational Technology Plan is in place to help guide, prepare, and
provide avenues to effectively support innovation and student
success in a rapidly changing society. The MCPS motto, Committed
to Our Mission: Preparing All Students for Success (C.O.M.P.A.S.S.)
encompasses the three indicators specified from the state: Enhance
Personalized, Equitable Student Learning Experiences with
Technology, Support Innovative Professional Learning with
Technology, Create Cultures of Change through Innovative
Leadership Practices and Support and Secure a Robust Technology
Infrastructure. Our plan supports and aligns with the division
comprehensive plan and the VDOE plan and vision for technology
and ensures that technology is playing an integral role in instruction
and student success.
The plan addresses technology needs in instruction, professional
development, leadership, and infrastructure. It also expands the use
of technology in the classroom, administrative roles, and as a vehicle
for teaching, learning, and collaboration. The MCPS Vision and
Mission, the Technology Departments Vision and Mission, and key
stakeholders helped guide the decisions and planning process.
Some of the highlights for MCPS include:
• One-to-One Mobile Initiative for students and teachers.
• Active Panels updated in all classrooms.
• Offer online professional development opportunities.
• Support the development of a state-of-the-art high school and
middle school complex.
• Phones in every classroom.
• Provide a safe and reliable infrastructure.
• Provide opportunities for students to connect globally.
• Workforce readiness
• Mari
• Google Expeditions for Elementary and Middle Schools
• Committed to quality and timeliness customer service through
an online ticketing system.
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MCPS Division
Mission & Vision

MISSION

The mission of the Mecklenburg Public School Division, in
partnership with family and community, is to provide all students with
a quality education within a safe environment supporting the
development of intellectual growth, effective communication,
wellness, and life-long learning in a rapidly changing society.

VISION

Mecklenburg County Public Schools provide a 21st century learning
environment which fosters career literacy, academic enhancement,
social-emotional growth and community engagement that prepares
students who contribute to the global society.
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MCPS Technology Department
Mission & Vision

MISSION

The Department of Technology is committed to its mission to provide
technology tools, training, and support to achieve excellence in
student engagement, culture, and administrative operations.

VISION

The Department of Technology’s vision is to effectively support a
culture of innovation, where empowered users are provided evolving
technology, effective support, and instructional technology resources
to cultivate a digital-elite community.
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MCPS Technology Department
Goals
Based on the MCPS Tech Department mission, we have identified
specific goals that align with our division comprehensive plan as well
as the state technology plan.
We are working to:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Provide technology and accommodations to assist with various
learning styles. (Standard 1)
Support data-driven decisions using technology to evaluate and
improve teaching and learning. (Standards 2 & 3)
Advance the efficiency of administrative responsibilities. (Standard 3
& 4)
Offer skills that provide students with workplace readiness skills and
promote the growth of lifelong learners. (Standard 1)
Engage students in meaningful and purposeful experiences through
the effective use of technology. (Standard 1)
Provide faculty and staff with professional development opportunities
to include emerging technologies, internet safety and digital
citizenship and instructional best practices. (Standard 2 & 3)
Provide high quality and efficient customer service to all stakeholders.
(Supports Standards 1-4)
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Technology Committee

Josh Adams
Wanda Bailey
Amanda Bowen
Gary Cifers
Chrystal Elmore
Ron Goodwin
Brook Hatcher
Cameron Hawkins
Stephanie Leichty
Tracey Rogers
Matt Rulli
Ashlee Smith
Wesley Swain
Frederick Taylor
Remona Tomko
Jason Winter
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Enhance Personalized, Equitable Student Learning Experiences With Technology –
Standard 1

Goal 1: Promote and support student personalized, deeper learning experiences to demonstrate workplace readiness by creatively
solving complex problems, thinking critically, collaborating, communicating and demonstrating responsible citizenship
Goal 2: Provide technology and accommodations to assist with various learning styles.
Goal 3: Offer skills that provide students with workplace readiness skills and promote the growth of lifelong learners.
Goal 4: Engage students in meaningful and purposeful experiences through the effective use of technology.
Resources/Partnerships: Institutions of higher education, educational stakeholder groups, professional organizations, business and
industry groups, and local school divisions
Timeframe: 2023
Results (What do we want
to accomplish?)

•

Students will develop life
ready/workplace ready skills by

Indicators (What evidence will exist
of completion?)

•

Document Technology Integration
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Action (What action will be taken?)
Note: Actions in bold are Board of Education
Comprehensive Plan Priorities.
•

Research, vet, and develop digital
resources to assist in providing

leveraging technology as a
resource or tool as we
implement our one to one
initiative.
•

•

Current and emerging
technologies will be leveraged to
increase opportunities for students
to follow personalized learning
pathways while exploring career
options.
Students will apply
technology effectively to
support the construction and
application of content
knowledge and skills in their
pursuit of being life and
workplace ready.

•

Students will demonstrate
mastery in a variety of ways,
including the use of technology
through the creation of digital
artifacts and acquisition of digital
badges (e.g., Mari)

•

All students will be exposed to
careers and college opportunities
including those in the technical
fields to promote workplace and

survey for teachers to analyze
technology-based resources used by
students and innovative learning
experiences.
•

•

•

innovative, personalized and deeper
learning experiences for teachers and
students.
•

Collect information on the number
of students enrolled in advanced
coursework,(e.g., dual enrollment,
AP, IB) internships, mentorships,
or receiving industry
certifications/Mari badges.

Develop and revise existing policy and
guidance document to support our one to
one initiative.

•

Compile a list of participating
businesses/industries that are
providing mentorships/internships.

Work collaboratively with teacher and
technology stakeholders to create
instructional resources that can be used by
all educators across the state to support
innovative learning experiences.

•

Provide virtual learning resources in
addition to Mari that deliver multiple
pathways for learning through blended
and fully online models in ways that
actually increase quality of education and
equity for students.

•

Require in-school and out-of-school
technology-based learning opportunities
(such as pursuit of industry certifications,
professional licenses, and dual enrollment
courses) along with career exploration,
exposure, and planning opportunities.

•

Provide technology and
computer science crosscurricular connections starting in
the elementary grades and across

Document the percentage of
candidates upon graduation who
successfully acquired
certification/degrees.
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college readiness through
advanced coursework, mentorships
and internships.

all disciplines to promote
meaningful, real world
applications of knowledge and
skills and promote deeper
learning opportunities aligned to
the Virginia Standards of
Learning.
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•

Prepare our students for a
participatory culture by providing
resources related to Internet safety,
digital citizenship skills, and student
awareness of and skills for personal
and data privacy (as specified by the
Code of Virginia § 22.1-70.20).

•

Provide 1-to-1 devices for students in
the classroom.

•

Provide Google Expeditions and
Augmented reality in the classroom to
promote real life experiences.

•

Update all Interactive Boards to
Interactive Panels in classrooms.

Support Innovative Professional Learning With Technology – Standard 2

Goal 1: Promote and support current and emerging technology-based resources that support educators in developing and employing
innovative strategies and practices to support student-centric learning models to increase quality of education and equity for students.
Goal 2: Support data-driven decisions using technology to evaluate and improve teaching and learning.
Goal 3: Provide faculty and staff with professional development opportunities to include emerging technologies, internet safety and
digital citizenship and instructional best practices.
Resources/Partnerships: Institutions of higher education, professional organizations, business and industry
groups, and federal and state grants. Local Partners: Mecklenburg County Business Education Partnership, Longwood, Southside
Virginia Community College (Lake Country Advanced Knowledge Center, Southern Virginia Higher Education Center), Southern
Virginia Regional Technology Consortium, etc.
Timeframe: 2023
Results (what do we want to
accomplish?)

Indicators (What Evidence
will exist of completion?)
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Action (What action will be taken?)
Note: Actions in bold are Board of Education
Comprehensive Plan Priorities.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Educators support meaningful learning
experiences through enhanced technology
integration
Through the use of technology supports
(e.g.,Powerschool AA, iReady, Star,
Mari, Virtuoso/SIS, adaptive
technologies) educators will monitor
students’ progress and make data driven
decisions to differentiate learning and
inform instructional practices.
Educators utilize the instructional
technology resource teacher model to
support student engagement through
technology in the classroom.
Educators understand how to enhance
performance-based and alternative
assessments through the intentional
integration of technology.
Educators will make connections to
content and careers in technical fields by
providing students with meaningful, realworld learning experiences to promote
workplace citizenship,college readiness
skill development and career exploration.
Educators will utilize technology on a
global platform to facilitate collaboration

•

Document professional
learning opportunities
(onsite and online).

•

Document professional
online courses and
resources offered to
educators and document
number of participant
completers.

•

•

•

Document current and
emerging technology-based
resources used by educators
as indicated by the
Technology Usage Survey
responses.
Document the number of
students enrolled in
advanced coursework (e.g.,
dual enrollment, AP, IB)
internships, and
mentorships or receiving
industry certifications.
Document survey responses
from provided professional
development opportunities.
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•

Develop and revise existing policy
and guidance document to support
innovative learning experiences.

•

Design, Develop and provide digital
badges, online professional
development opportunities, and
resources for growth.

•

Work collaboratively with teacher and
technology stakeholders to create
instructional resources that can be used
by educators to support innovative
learning experiences.

•

Continue to revise the Technology
Standards for Instructional Personnel
to support the recruitment,
development, and retention of
knowledgeable and skilled teachers
and school leaders.

•

Promote and expand the use of microcredentialing (digital badges) to provide
avenues teachers can use to pursue
individual professional goals in the
integration of technology in teaching and
learning.

•

Provide communication on the continued
Board of Education work in support of the

Profile of a Virginia Graduate, the
Accreditation Matrix, and the College,
Career, and Civic Readiness Index.

and real world connections.
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•

Integrate the proficient use of technology
into professional learning activities
sponsored by the Virginia Department of
Education (VDOE).

•

Guide and support teacher education
programs for the inclusion of technology
skills that promote adaptation and
integration of current and emerging
technologies into professional practices,
the use of assistive technology, as well as
working knowledge of digital citizenship
skills and issues.

•

Provide information about assistive
technology availability and uses through
the Training and Technical Assistance
Centers (TTAC).

•

Support instruction in the
development of rubrics for use with
performance-based assessment that
integrate technology.

•

Coordinate and collaborate partnership
with professional organizations and local
school divisions to align agency

professional learning goals to ensure
targeted and strategic professional learning
experiences in the area of instructional
technology for teachers statewide.
•
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Coordinate and collaborate with local
business partners to enhance career
exploration through career fairs, video
conferencing, on site visits, and problem
solving.

Create Cultures of Change through Innovative Leadership Practices – Standard 3
Goal 1: Promote leadership that supports deeper learning experiences for students and innovative instructional practices by educators
through the use of technology.
Goal 2: Support data-driven decisions using technology to evaluate and improve teaching and learning.
Goal 3: Advance the efficiency of administrative responsibilities.
Goal 4: Provide faculty and staff with professional development opportunities to include emerging technologies, internet safety and
digital citizenship and instructional best practices.
Resources/Partnerships: Institutions of higher education, educational stakeholder groups, professional organizations, business and
industry groups, local school divisions, and federal and state grants
Timeframe: 2023
Results (what do we want to
accomplish?)

Indicators (What Evidence will
exist of completion?)

•

Educational leaders develop a vision
for teaching and learning that
includes the appropriate use of
technology.

•

Types and numbers of
professional learning
opportunities are documented
and recorded.

•

Educational leaders are able to
communicate and guide the
implementation of division and
school goals for teaching and
learning that integrate technology
and promote innovation.

•

Number of professional online
courses and resources offered to
educators and number of
participant completers.

•

Current and emerging
technology-based resources used
by leaders, schools, and/or

•

Educational leaders model tolerance
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Action (What action will be taken?)
Note: Actions in bold are Board of
Education Comprehensive Plan Priorities.
• Provide opportunities within or between
schools to implement and evaluate new and
existing technologies and instructional
approaches.
•

Provide communication on the continued
Board of Education work in support of the
Profile of a Virginia Graduate,
Accreditation Matrix, and the College,
Career, and Civic Readiness Index.

•

Promote the effective and efficient use of
Instructional Technology Resource

for risk and experimentation and
create a culture of trust and
innovation.
•

•

•

•

Educational leaders support, secure
and advocate for resources to sustain
technology initiatives and goals
including those designed to support
personalized learning environments.
Promote the use of a variety of
innovative instructional strategies
and practices developed with
current and emerging technologybased resources to support the
innovative instructional
approaches in the classroom.

divisions as indicated by the
Technology Usage Survey
responses.

•

School Improvement Plans

•

Technology Department
Mission/Vision/Objectives and
Goals

Educational leaders possess the
capability to efficiently and
effectively use technology in the
performance of job duties (datadriven decision making, educator
evaluations, communications, and
more).
Technology is included in school
improvement plan provided by
educational leaders based upon
school and school division needs as
determined by criteria such as
16

Teachers by providing consistent
professional learning opportunities for
innovative educational practices.
•

Collaborate with other
organizations (e.g. SVRTC) to
provide opportunities for
leaders to meet, collaborate,
and share ideas, resources, and
effective practices, and to
promote professional learning
networks through social
networking tools.

•

Support the role of technology to
collect, monitor, and report
achievement to inform practices
surrounding continuous
improvement efforts.

•

Create and disseminate a MCPS
Department of Technology
vision/mission that supports the
MCPS vision/mission and the
Virginia Profile of a Graduate.

•

Incorporate the use of technology
in individual school improvement
plans.

Accreditation Matrix Performance
Levels.
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Secure and Robust Infrastructure – Standard 4
Goal 1: Promote and support a secure and robust technology infrastructure to support access, adequacy, and equity.
Goal 3: Advance the efficiency of administrative responsibilities.
Resources/Partnerships: Institutions of higher education, educational stakeholder groups, professional organizations, business and
industry groups, local school divisions, and federal and state grants
Timeframe: 2023
Results (what do we want to
accomplish?)
•

Students, educators, and leaders have equitable
access to secure and robust networks that provide
high quality, reliable access to the Internet and
other networks.

•

Schools and school divisions use best practices
that comply with federal, state, and industry
guidelines and recommendations to minimize
network threats and vulnerabilities and protect
educational data.

•

Students, educators, and leaders have 1-to-1
access to computing devices and other digital
resources, including assistive technologies.

•

School divisions have access to technical and
human resources that enable the effective

Indicators (What Evidence
will exist of completion?)
•

Increased reporting of
equitable and
continuous access to
secure and reliable
networks by students,
educators, and leaders as
indicated by the
Technology Usage
Survey

•

1 device for each student
and faculty/staff.

•

Update infrastructure
from 1 to 5 Gbps as the
school division continues
to grow.
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Action (What action will be taken?)
Note: Actions in bold are Board of Education
Comprehensive Plan Priorities.
• Promote equitable access to high
quality, effective learning environments
for all students by supporting efforts to
reduce barriers to technology access.
•

Provide technical assistance such as
network standards, recommendations,
and other information available from
various stakeholder organizations that
provide guidance on interoperability,
broadband, and network capabilities.

•

Promote the continual expansion of
broadband capability to support digital
learning and innovative education using
guidance provided by relevant
stakeholder organizations.

evaluation of infrastructure costs and other
considerations necessary for high quality and
reliable access to the Internet and other
networks used by students, educators, and
leaders in innovative ways.
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•

Participate in federal (such as e-Rate)
and state (such as the Virginia Public
School Authority) programs to
maximize resources available to
students, educators, and school leaders.

•

Evaluate infrastructure costs related to
broadband to ensure equity; encourage
cooperative purchase agreements when
appropriate.

•

Develop plans and programs that
balance safety and security issues
while allowing for instructional
innovation.

•

Carry out informed purchases of
computing devices and other digital
resources, including assistive
technologies.

•

Develop regional contracts for
planning, acquiring, managing,
and maintaining technology,
including assistive technology.

•

Evaluate standards for hardware and
software adoption to include a focus
on interactivity, personalization and
universal design features.
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•

Ensure that assistive technology
services and devices are
implemented in accordance with the
Individuals With Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA).

•

Continue efficient use of the
technical support personnel
required in the Standards of
Quality.

•

Explore new and emerging
educational technologies and
how they can fit into our current
infrastructure and instructional
plan.

•

Provide a robust wireless
infrastructure that supports the
1-to-1 initiative in the
classroom.

•

Provide training and assistance
in proper and secure use of
devices, software, and other
technology.

•

Provide an in-house Voice over
IP phone service.

Note
This is a working/living document that is subject to change and evolve with
technology and identified needs.
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